
Introduction

What is the guard patrol solution?

Core Features
Easy & e�cient schedule management

In scenarios such as a factory or industrial park, the security guards need to patrol during the night.

The traditional method requires guards to patrol whist carrying patrol sticks and scanning RFID tags, then manually 
logging the data afterward. This procedure is insecure and inconvenient.

Convenient and controllable the guard patrol solution consists of MinMoe and HikCentral Professional software.
The patrolling shifts can be centrally managed and assigned to each guard. Guards, are free to follow the shift 
directions and simply check in via face or fingerprint.
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Benefits for users

Easy for the manager to design patrol schedules & 
routes on visualised panel.

Easy configuration

Convenient patrolling

Dispose of patrolling sticks and RFID tags, simply scan 
faces on MinMoe terminals or use fingerprints to check in. 
Alternatively, use the mobile app to scan a printed QR 
code can also check in.
The data will be immediately sent to HikCentral platform.

Patrol without stick

The patrol schedules will automatically distribute to the 
guards and send a notification before schedule.

Never miss patrol duty
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Standardised & digitalised procedure to ensure safety

Anyone who helps others to patrol will trigger alarm 
immediately.
Onsite patrol exceptions will notify control centre by 
sending captured image, footage and text contents.

Effectively prevents proxy patrol

The operator in the control center can monitor real-time 
patrolling procedure. If any violation happens, he can 
check and immediately inform the guard.

Tracking in real time

The system provides multi-dimension reports for the 
administrator to analyse and adjust patrolling schedules 
to improve efficiency.

Adjust with multi-dimension reports
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